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custodial vs non-custodial wallets 01
Many crypto users have suffered losses as a result of not being
in custody of their coins. This happens when a third party
controls the keys to your crypto addresses, mostly through
usage of custodial exchanges. These operate much as fiat banks
where they are the central controller of your funds.

Custodial exchanges (CEX) such as Coinbase and Etoro are
useful for on-ramping fiat to crypto (purchasing crypto with
card, bank transfer or Paypal) or for performing live market
trades between crypto currencies (Binance, Bitfinex) due to
their high liquidity.
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It is important to be able to clearly identify when you are in
custody of your coins and when not.  

Examples of centralized exchanges that have lost users' funds
include Mt. Gox, one of the largest Bitcoin exchanges in the
world until it suffered a massive security breach in 2014,
loosing around over $450 million in Bitcoin at the time. 
More recently the FTX exchange that lost over $8bn of its
customers' money. 

To ensure you are in custody of your crypto it is important to
use non-custodial wallets to hold your digital assets. Examples
of these are Edge and Exodus wallets. 

https://www.coindesk.com/learn/custodial-vs-non-custodial-crypto-exchanges-what-you-need-to-know/
http://www.coinbase.com/
http://www.etoro.com/
http://www.binance.com/
http://www.bitfinex.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mt._Gox
https://www.investopedia.com/ftx-exchange-5200842
https://time.com/6243086/ftx-where-did-money-go/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dnC5mFaIW3Q
https://www.finder.com/best-non-custodial-wallets
https://edge.app/
http://www.exodus.com/
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hot vs cold wallets02
Hot wallets refer to wallets that connect to the internet, in
particular desktop or mobile phone wallets. While private keys
are encrypted within the wallet, if large amounts of crypto
funds are being stored, it is wise to move them into a cold
wallet such as Tresor or Ledger to ensure the highest level of
security. 

Cold storage wallets are physical devices that keep the private
keys to your crypto addresses offline and safe from malware
and hackers. Transactions are made in the desktop application
but signed offline by connecting your hardware wallet to your
device. As with hot wallets, cold wallets are backed up by a
seed phrase. 

privacy tools03
Although Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies are recorded on
transparent ledgers, a number of methods are available to ensure
greater transaction privacy. 

Using new crypto address every time a payment of crypto is
received ensures no previous transaction history can be obtained.
In wallets such as Exodus, this feature has to be manually
activated. It is also important not to disclose your crypto holdings
to any third party to avoid being a target for theft.

It is important also to ensure that your personal identity is not
connected with any crypto wallet. 

For greater privacy, privacy crypto such as Monero and Dero are
solutions. When using Bitcoin, mixers or tumblers can be used.

A downside to custodial wallets is that they do not always
provide a way to purchase crypto with fiat or to offboard your
crypto back to fiat. Decentralized exchanges (DEXes) allow for
trading between cryptocurrencies only. 

https://trezor.io/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bqmyNmjMmME
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securing your crypto assets04
When using a custodial wallet such as Exodus or Ledger, it is
essential to securely record your seed phrase off-line. Seed
phrases are the result of the BIP32 Bitcoin Development
Proposal that enables all subsequent private keys across all
crypto- currencies held in that wallet to be repopulated
should the wallet be corrupted, lost or access blocked. 
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The seed phrase is a random sequence of 12 or 24 words that
is used to derive a master private key, which can then be used
to generate a tree-like structure of sub-keys, each of which
can be associated with a different bitcoin address.

While it is good operational practice to use a new address
with each receipt of crypto, it is therefore not necessary to
record each private key. These are managed for you by your
wallet which is backed up by the seed phrase. 

It is important to note that digital assets are held on the
blockchain and not in the wallet. The wallet manages your
private keys and constructs and sends your transactions to
the network 

https://cointelegraph.com/explained/what-are-hierarchical-deterministic-hd-crypto-wallets
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z5EL7Hi6JtM
https://cointelegraph.com/explained/what-are-hierarchical-deterministic-hd-crypto-wallets
https://unchained.com/blog/what-is-a-bitcoin-seed-phrase/
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secure seedphrase back up methods 

The safest way to back up a seedphrase is to etch it into
non-corrosive, fireproof metal and keep in a safe. A
number of products exist on the market that make this
efficient.  Be sure to read reviews before purchasing. 

05
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While there are many different methods for backing up your
seedphrase, the method you choose needs to suit your
lifestyle. Perpetual travellers might consider online
encryption methods for storing seed phrases to give them
access on the move. Splitting seedphrases is not considered
a good practice.

A crypto user must also consider worst case scenarios, such
as loss of memory, death and incapacity. In such a case it is
important to make arrangements for next of kin or trusted
parties to have access to the crypto holdings, such as via a
lawyer, trustee or a will. 

Tresor cold storage wallet and Crypto Steel seedphrase storer

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gi0TRyVqHG8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rmBgl6RjSHk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p5nSibpfHYE
https://www.coinbureau.com/guides/crypto-death-planning/
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privacy coins and tumblers06
Privacy coins are a method of disguising the history of crypto
usage. For instance Monero is designed to provide strong
privacy protections for its users by using advanced
cryptography to obscure transaction details such as the
sender's address, recipient's address, and transaction amount.

Crypto usage can be obscured for instance by receiving Bitcoin
to a wallet, exchanging it to Monero, then exchanging it back
to Bitcoin to a new address. 

Wallets such as  Samourai and Sparrow utilise coin mixers or
tumblers which aim to enhance the privacy and anonymity of
cryptocurrency transactions by obfuscating the transaction
history of the coins.

operational security (Opsec)07
Starting out in crypto is an appropriate time to conduct an audit
of your current your OpSec (operational security) and assess
where unnecessary data leakages might be occurring, such as
through social media, unencrypted email, messaging platforms or
non-private browsers. 

While it may not be possible to achieve complete privacy and
security, it is good practice to make surveillance difficult. 

Suggested steps for improving your operations security include:

Use a VPN such as Proton VPN (free) to obscure your IP
when using the internet 
Have both public and private aliases to ensure your private
crypto use stays private 

S

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B7sLnmlZ-kU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e-jNudU9Xw4
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To learn more about operational security watch Braxman on
Tech and Privacy X for technical security tips. For examples of
OpSec fails, listen to the Darknet Diaries.
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Use encrypted email providers only (protonmail, tutanota)
Use privacy-focussed browsers such as Brave or Tor
browsers 
Use privacy-focussed communications platforms such as
Signal (requires cell number) or Session (no cell number
required). 
Keep sensitive information off your devices or securely
encrypted.

S
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Bitcoin emerged off the back of a number of previous
innovations made by a group of activists, academics and
computer experts operating mainly in the 1980s and 1990s
who advocated for strong cryptography and privacy-enhancing
technologies as a means of achieving individual freedom and
privacy in the digital age. 

the cypherpunks & Bitcoin's prehistory

https://www.youtube.com/@robbraxmantech
https://www.youtube.com/@privacyx
https://darknetdiaries.com/transcript/24/
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The term "cypherpunk" was coined by Eric Hughes in his
1992 "Cypherpunk Manifesto," which outlined the group's
core beliefs and values. 

The manifesto called for the widespread use of cryptography
to protect individual privacy, and for the development of
tools and technologies that could enable anonymous
communication and financial transactions.
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The Cypherpunks have been influential in the development of
various privacy-enhancing technologies, including PGP
encryption, Tor, and Bitcoin.

Leading figures include: 

Eric Hughes: Hughes is considered one of the founding
members of the Cypherpunk movement. He authored "A
Cypherpunk's Manifesto," which outlined the principles
and goals of the movement.

1.

https://www.activism.net/cypherpunk/manifesto.html
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2. Timothy C. May: May was a significant figure in the
Cypherpunk movement and co-founded the Cypherpunks
mailing list in 1992. He contributed to discussions on various
topics related to cryptography, privacy, and digital rights.

3. Whitfield Diffie: Diffie is a prominent cryptographer who,
along with Martin Hellman, invented public-key cryptography,
which is crucial for secure online communication. His work
laid the foundation for the use of encryption technologies.

4. Phil Zimmermann: Zimmermann is best known as the
creator of Pretty Good Privacy (PGP), a widely used email
encryption software. PGP revolutionized secure
communication for individuals and played a significant role in
the advancement of the Cypherpunk movement.

5. David Chaum: An influential figure in the field of
cryptography and privacy. Chaum is known for his work on
cryptographic protocols, including the creation of the first
digital currency called "eCash." His ideas and research have
significantly influenced the development of privacy-enhancing
technologies.

For more information on the cypherpunks visit the Volition
Labs cypher punk resources page. 

http://www.volitionlabs.io/cypherpunk

